About the Job
As a Technical Lead, Ruby on Rails, you will be responsible for leading a team of highly creative
individuals who would be working on building world class solutions for our customers.
The position is within the Open Source and Mobility Solutions group and will involve working closely
with CTO, DreamOrbit and Head - Open Source and Mobility Solutions to take the team to a next level.
You will report to and Head - Open Source and Mobility Solutions
About the DreamOrbit
DreamOrbit is an innovation driven software product engineering company. We work for software
companies (ISVs) that build enterprise products for the Logistics & Supply Chain Management industry.
Our core team has many years of experience in developing quality software for Logistics Services
Providers including Freight Management, Supply Chain Management, Carrier EDI Integration and various
modes of Shipping.

About the team
You will be part of Open Source and Mobility Solutions group which works with Enterprises as well as
Startups to build various products using latest technologies like Ruby, Java, Node, Angular.JS etc. The
group also works in various mobile platforms like Android, iOS and Windows.

Responsibilities:








Lead a team of web developers focused on Ruby on Rails to deliver solutions to customers in a
timely fashion
Architect highly complex, global solutions across the appropriate environments to meet
business requirements of our customers.
Have undeterred focus on delivering quality products to customer
Work with Product Managers to define sprints and execute them
Do regular code reviews
Work with Head - Open Source and Mobility Solutions to drive continuous technical growth of
team
Mentor junior team members



Keep upto-date with latest technologies and introduce the same in on-going projects

Basic Qualifications
 Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or equivalent work experience
 5-8 years of experience building scalable web applications using Ruby on Rails
 Excellent knowledge of OOP and Computer Science fundamentals
 Strong knowledge of databases preferably MySQL/Postgresql
 Solid experience in Javascript based frameworks and libraries
 Strong leadership and communication skills
 Excellent problem solving and debugging skills
 Solid understanding of production environments and Linux/UNIX
 Good knowledge of System Integration and Enterprise Application Integration techniques
Desired Qualifications








Knowledge of agile software development
Self driven and ability to work and manage multiple projects
Ability to quickly pick up new languages and frameworks
Comfortable working in a highly collaborative, consensus-oriented environment
Experience working with MongoDB
Experience working with Angular.JS
Comfortable with HTML and CSS

